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Abstract

In this study, we investigated the response of inland breeding cormorantsPhalacrocorax carboto a complex spatia
configuration of feeding habitats in relation to social and individual feeding strategies. The numbers of feeding trips
the colony site (Lake Grand-Lieu, western France), where only solitary fishing is used by cormorants, and the nu
birds fishing on the lake where social fishing predominates were investigated during the breeding season and comp
the fledging period. From the investigation of feeding trip traffic, we identified three major habitats used by cormo
the vicinity of the colony site (<25 km around the colony site) that accounted for 94.1 of the IN flights and 92.0% o
OUT flights (n = 1745 arrivals and 2404 departures respectively), and notably one area that accounted for 58% of tot
although it is the furthest away. No fundamental change in the relative significance of these feeding grounds for solitary fishing
cormorants was found throughout the breeding season, even in a between-years comparison (1996–2001), in contr
has often been found elsewhere. Although the peak of foraging activity in the surrounding habitats and also within
waters largely coincided with the time when the majority of young had fledged, the index of cormorant numbers (ratio
bird numbers at a given time and that for a baseline date) on the lake remained at a high level until late August com
movements outside the lake, as a result of regular social fishing (84.9 ± 4.0% of fishing numbers). From these findings,
discuss factors governing the selection of feeding grounds throughout the breeding season in relation to energy cons
feeding strategies and food resources.To cite this article: J.-M. Paillisson et al., C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Utilisation de l’espace par une colonie de grand cormoran (Phalacrocorax carbo L.) dans un complexe de zones
humides en liaison avec les stratégies alimentaires. Dans cette étude, nous observons la réponse de cormorans contin
nicheurs (Phalacrocorax carbo) à l’arrangement spatial complexe des zones alimentaires, en liaison avec les straté
pêches individuelle et collective des oiseaux. Les vols alimentaires en dehors du site de la colonie (Lac de Grand-Li
de la France), caractérisés par un mode de pêche individuel, et les effectifs de cormorans en pêche sur le lac, principalem
attribuables au mode de pêche sociale, ont été suivis durant la période de reproduction et mis en parallèle avec la c
d’envol des jeunes. À partir de l’étude du trafic des vols alimentaires, nous avons identifié trois zones majeures expl
les cormorans à proximité du site de reproduction (dans un rayon inférieur à 25 km de la colonie), totalisant 94,1 et 92
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éloignée.
e mode de
1),
’alimentant
cormorans
restés à un
aintien de
s, nous
liaison avec
vols (respectivement 1745 entrées et 2404 sorties), dont la principale (58 % de l’ensemble des vols) est pourtant la plus
Aucun véritable changement dans la contribution relative de ces zones alimentaires pour les cormorans pratiquant l
pêche solitaire n’a été trouvé au cours de la saison de reproduction et même lors de la comparaison inter-annuelle (1996/200
et cela contrairement à ce qui a été souvent noté dans d’autres études. Bien que les pics d’activité des cormorans s
en dehors mais aussi sur le lac coïncident globalement avec le pic d’envol des jeunes, les indices numériques de
(ratio entre le nombre d’oiseaux à une date donné et celui à une date référence) déterminés sur les eaux du lac sont
niveau élevé jusqu’à fin août, contrairement à l’activité notée en dehors du lac, et cela en correspondance avec le m
pêches collectives régulières (84,9 ± 4,0% des oiseaux en pêche sur l’ensemble de la saison). À partir de ces résultat
discutons des facteurs impliqués dans la sélection des zones alimentaires au cours de la saison de reproduction en
des considérations énergétiques, les stratégies alimentaires et les ressources trophiques.Pour citer cet article : J.-M. Paillisson
et al., C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) is an avian
top-predator of fish with two recognised sub-spec
found in Europe,P. c. carboandP. c. sinensis[1,2].
Traditionally,P. c. carbois marine and breeds on th
coasts in the British Isles, France, Norway and I
land, whilst P. c. sinensisinhabits various freshwa
ter habitats across continental Europe[3]. It has re-
ceived considerable attention in the literature, mai
because of concern over itsincreasing continental pop
ulation since the 1980s[4–6] that has locally led to
conflicts with fishery activities due to predation
some commercially valuable fish species[7–10]. The
cormorant is an opportunist feeder relying mostly
a few often-dominant prey species for the majority
its diet [11–13]. It uses flexible foraging technique
adapted to habitats and prey types[14–16]. The recent
habit of social fishing, corresponding to the format
of dense flocks of predators in order to concentr
and exploit common prey, enables cormorants to
ploit turbid waters where high stocks of shoaling fi
species, mainly Cyprinids, occur[17]. On the other
hand, solitary (individual) fishing is more adapted
isolated prey fish in clear waters[18] and/or confined
areas[19].

Several studies have shown that cormorants
able to forage up to 20–25 km from their winterin
roosts[20] or breeding colonies[21–25]. The major
findings on the use of feeding areas by cormora
are that there are: (1) seasonal changes in the u
feeding grounds in relation to possible changes in f
f

availability in these areas during the breeding sea
and (2) increased energy costs in relation to foraging
trip distances. However no attention has been give
the relation between habitat use and fishing strate
(individual vs. social).

In the present paper, we investigated the feed
ground use by inland breeding cormorants in a co
plex spatial configuration of habitat patches compare
to what has been described in some other related s
ies [22,23] and also where the two types of feedi
strategies occur. Here cormorants are faced with va
ious feeding habitat opportunities: the use of sev
wetlands in the vicinity of the colony site where on
individual fishing is used (visual observations) a
also the use of the lake waters where the colony is
tablished and where social fishing predominates[11].
In this context, we addressed two specific questio
(1) To what extent cormorants exploit the lake and
jacent feeding areas?, and (2) Do their foraging de-
cisions vary throughout the breeding season, and
between years? The results are discussed in relation t
the two feeding strategies used by cormorants and
tors governing the choice of feeding grounds throu
out the breeding season.

2. Methods

2.1. Study site

Lake Grand-Lieu is a shallow eutrophic natu
freshwater ecosystem (1.5-maverage depth) located
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western France (47◦05′N, 1◦39′W). It covers 4000 ha
in summer and 6300 ha in winter as a result of flood
of surrounding peaty wet grasslands. About 20 km
the lake margin, with an area of 2000 ha, are cove
by a floating peat fen, which becomes progressiv
exposed in summer. About half of the permanen
flooded central area of the lake (2000 ha) is cove
from April to October by floating-leaved macrophyte
and the central 1000 ha of open-water lack vegetat
Cormorants establish their extensive colony in tr
located into the southwestern area of the peat
whereas they use the fringe of the peat fen as a roos
site during the day. Large numbers of cormorants f
in the permanently flooded area (see results sec
in contrast to temporarily flooded adjacent grasslan
where cormorants are rarely recorded[26].

This part of western France is characterized
a diversity of permanent rivers and water bod
bordering the Atlantic coast that are enclosed
arable lands (Fig. 1). It includes notably 16 000 h
of polders and former salt marshes (the Bourgn
marshes) forming a mosaic of pastures with scatte
pools and a dense network of narrow ditches (ma
<5 m, [27]), the estuary of the largest French riv
(the Loire) and several smaller wetlands. The cen
position of Lake Grand-Lieu among this netwo
of foraging habitats in a range of 25 km and
status of Nature Reserve have probably promoted
increase in population of the cormorant colony. T

Fig. 1. Location of feeding areas in the vicinity of the cormora
colony (Lake Grand-Lieu).
breeding population increased from 22 pairs in 198
680 pairs in 1996, beforestabilizing at about 500–55
pairs since 1997[11,28].

2.2. Foraging activity of the cormorant colony

Fieldwork was conducted during the breeding s
son in 2001. Because of the complex situation w
respect to two kinds of foraging trips, the cormora
activity was studied using two distinct methods. W
the aim of documenting the pattern of foraging ac
ity towards nearby rivers and water bodies and th
relative significance, we monitored departure–arriva
(OUT/IN) directions of cormorant trips for 4 h in th
morning (8:00–12:00) twice a month on average d
ing the breeding season (April–August). Cormora
flying out and back to the lake were counted for p
riods of 15 min from four spots chosen according
visibility and general flyway of all birds. Using thi
method, all birds entering or leaving the lake we
counted. The same methodology was previously u
in Lake Grand-Lieu for the cormorant in 1996[28],
and also for the grey heron[29]. We assume that co
morants leaving the colony site keep the same bea
until they reach a feeding site, and respectively, b
travel fairly straight back to the nest from a prec
feeding area. Previous radio-tracking studies on cor
morants[30] and shags[31,32] support this assump
tion, since most of the time, during foraging trip
birds fly directly to a specific area. Patterns of nest a
tendance/presence with time of day vary between
morant colonies[15,23,33]and sometimes no partic
ular pattern of foraging activity exists[22]. In Lake
Grand-Lieu, Marion[28] did not show any significan
pattern of foraging activity by cormorants, althou
many birds left the lake in the morning (>8:00). This
situation was supported by a preliminary monitori
of cormorant trips from the whole daylight period
early April 2001. So we chose this 4-h time lapse
being representative of the foraging activity of co
morants. Changes in the foraging trip traffic towa
the main wetlands by cormorants between dates w
analysed using a series of Spearman rank correla
tests (SYSTAT, version 9.0[34]). These tests wer
performed on the relative abundance of combined
and OUT trips for each foraging trip direction. Th
between-years comparison (1996–2001) of the r
tive importance of foraging flight directions throug
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out the breeding season was also analysed using S
man rank correlation.

To document cormorant foraging activity on t
lake, we carried out regular counts of cormorants
the whole system, except the colony area, in late m
ing about once a week from May to mid-Septemb
Counts were performed by three observers to m
mize the risk of error arising from bird movemen
within the lake. Cormorants were counted individ
ally, or generally in units of10 when flocks were large
than 100, then classified as roosting birds on tree
the fringe of the peat fen, and either isolated or flo
of fishing birds in the central area of the lake. Visu
observations showed that most roosting birds fee
the lake and are thus included as foraging activity.

To investigate the extent of the two foraging stra
gies throughout the breeding season, and becaus
used two kinds of data (numbers of trips for 4
and instantaneous counts of birds on the lake wate
we converted these data into separate index num
[35,36]. Index numbers are the ratio between the nu
ber of cormorants counted for a given date and
for a baseline date. We chose 17 May (the first d
included in both monitoring methods) as the base
date.

We also compared changes in foraging activ
according to the fledging period. As the colony a
was extensive and not completely accessible with
disturbing breeding birds, fledging was determined
a set of 103 nests (19% of the breeding popula
size). This monitoring was conducted simultaneou
with the cormorant counts on the lake (once a w
from May to mid-September).

3. Results

3.1. Foraging activity towards the wetland complex

Foraging flight numbers towards all directions o
side the lake were relatively stable in April–Ma
(485–604), peaked in mid-June (IN+ OUT flights=
1028) before a strong decrease in July–August (277
flights). The numbers of OUT flights were gene
ally larger than numbers of IN flights, because so
birds did not return within the four observation hou
(52.6–65.2% of total flights, mean±SD = 58.8 ±
3.0%, n = 8 dates) and even accounted for alm
r-

e

Fig. 2. Relative abundance of feeding trips towards each ha
patch according to dates. Cormorants entering or leaving the
are represented by dark and grey histograms respectively.

the entire movement numbers in late August (97.8
n = 89 flights). From a total of 1745 IN and 2404 OU
flights, three main foraging directions were observ
during the breeding period: the Bourgneuf mars
(58.0% IN/57.9% OUT), the inland parts of Ogno
Loire rivers (28.3/20.2%) and the Loire estua
(7.8/13.9%) including the drainage channel flowi
from the lake to the Loire estuary 25 km aw
(Fig. 2). Three minor directions were also found: t
Sallertaine marshes (3.1/4.0%), the Boulogne R
(2.4/3.3%) and the Erdre River (0.4/0.7%). Almost no
significant changes in the flight directions were o
served between dates (Spearman rank correlation
with P < 0.05). The only two significant difference
were found on 24 April and 24 August (rs = 0.26,
P > 0.05, n = 6 feeding areas) when a limited pr
portion of flights towards the Bourgneuf marshes w
observed in late April (17.2/47.0%,n = 326/481 for
IN/OUT flights) and more cormorants reached
Boulogne River in late August (16.6/22.2%,n = 18/81
for IN/OUT flights; Fig. 2). Furthermore, no differ
ence was found between 1996 (n = 8591 flights) and
2001 (n = 4149 flights) in the significance of the fee
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Fig. 3. Cormorant numbers recorded on Lake Grand-Lieu (ex
the colony area) from May to September in 2001. Social/solit
fishing and roosting cormorants were distinguished.

ing areas outside the lake throughout the season (rs =
0.77,P < 0.05,n = 6 feeding areas).

3.2. Cormorant numbers on the lake

As with foraging activity outside the lake, co
morant numbers within the lake increased during
breeding season with a maximum of 1390 birds no
in late June (Fig. 3). Most of the cormorants indulge
in fishing activity (61–91%), except for two date
(7 June and 12 July), when large flocks of roost
birds were observed (55 and 45% respectively), pr
ably as a result of cormorants returning from soc
fishing. Social fishing (300–833 birds) was observ
at each date and was the main foraging activity in the
lake (84.9 ± 4.0% on average). Flocks of birds we
usually located in unvegetated areas either within
floating vegetation beds or in the central part of the
lake.

3.3. Foraging activity and fledging period

The increase in foraging activity on and outsi
the lake reflected variations in fledging (Fig. 4), but
whereas the index numbers of cormorant outside
lake peaked just before the maximum of young fle
ing, the index numbers on the lake peaked when fle
ing was at its maximum and when most chicks h
fledged (80% of total fledging,n = 178). Even though
the methods used to investigate foraging activity w
different, changes in index numbers suggested an
Fig. 4. Foraging activities on and outside the lake and fledg
in cormorants in 2001. Foraging activities (index numbers) w
quantified as the ratio between the number of cormorants counte
for a given date and that for a baseline date. Fledging was monit
on a set of 103 nests and the baseline date for calculating i
numbers was 17 May.

creasing proportion of cormorant activity within th
lake after the chick-rearing period compared to the
of surrounding wetlands. Movements to surround
areas rapidly decreased to a low level at the end
the fledging period, whereas total cormorant numb
exploiting the lake decreased more slightly. No fu
damental changes in the within-lake index numb
were noted throughout the breeding period, excep
the fledging peak.

4. Discussion

4.1. Assumptions used in monitoring methods

The investigation of the exploitation of feeding a
eas by cormorants outside the lake is based on
assumption that individual birds fly directly to a sp
cific area keeping the same bearing. This is suppo
by some previous studies on marine predators u
a more direct approach[30–32]. For the shag, ther
are small deviations, presumably associated with s
meteorological conditions (F. Daunt, Personal co
munication). In the present study, cormorants f
highly distinct and separatedfeeding patches enclose
in arable lands. For this reason, we consider that
rect flights by cormorants to a specific area (feeding
colony sites) strongly prevail, even if it cannot be e
cluded that a few cormorants may have changed t
travel bearing from the colony to feeding areas.

In other respects, concerning the fishing behavi
we also assume that cormorants exploit feeding area
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outside the lake using solitary fishing. The most
tractive feeding area (the Bourgneuf marshes) is c
posed of a dense network of narrow ditches inhibit
social fishing. The use of this foraging technique
cormorants was verified by visual observations. Mo
over, the efficiency of social fishing depends on the
cessity for individual cormorants to synchronise th
movements. There is evidence of synchronised m
sive flights of cormorants in the lake, where social fi
ing is the rule. In contrast, birds entering or leavi
the lake were generally alone (mean= 1.3 to 2.1 in-
dividuals (range= 1–22) and 1.2 to 1.9 individual
(range= 1–34) respectively for all dates).

4.2. Factors governing feeding ground selection by
cormorants

In the present study the range of foraging flig
distances (up to 25 km around Lake Grand-Lieu
similar to values generally observed in other colon
where cormorants use distinct inland feeding hab
patches (usually<25 km[21–25]). However, the im-
portance of the use of the different feeding areas
side Lake Grand-Lieu did not fundamentally chan
either within (except for two dates) or between year
in contrast to results found with breeding and wint
ing cormorants[20,23], and also with other piscivo
rous species (e.g., the little egret[37], the grey heron
[29,38,40]and the shag[31]). This pattern suggests
substantial level of individual fidelity to feeding area
Grémillet [30] also showed a high fidelity of marin
cormorants to specific feeding areas. This may proba
bly allow cormorants to increase their experience d
ing successive foraging trips so as to enhance fora
success.

The choice of feeding areas is influenced first o
all by energy factors[22]. Predators must make
trade-off between the benefits of the use of food
sources and costs of travel distances. For insta
Veldkamp[24] noted that even though breeding co
morants of the Wanneperveen colony in The Neth
lands were able to reach the large Lake IJsselm
(about 30 km), they exploited two small lakes in t
vicinity of the colony (within 12 km) as foraging area
Some authors have even suggested that the incre
time to cover long distances between the colony
and the feeding areas may exceed the energy cos
rearing chicks[22,42,43]. For the grey heron, Mario
d

r

[41] and van Vessem[40] explained the spatial distr
bution of breeding birds by a trade-off between co
and benefits of exploiting foraging habitats.

In the present study, cormorants are faced with
contrasting foraging strategies with respect to ene
considerations: social fishing (84.9 ± 4.0% in cor-
morant fishing numbers) associated with short tr
(0.3 to 4.0 km from the colony) to increase fis
ing efficiency in the turbid waters of Lake Gran
Lieu although prey (i.e. mainly pelagic shoaling fi
species[44]) have a low energy content (4.2–4.6 kJ g−1

[22,39]), or solitary fishing which is used in the fee
ing areas outside the lake resulting in increased fo
ing trip energy costs that might be balanced by h
energy content prey (e.g., 7.92 kJ g−1 for eel [39]).
Here, since social fishing prevails, most cormora
might compensate for lower energy supplies by
higher mean number of feeding trips, five accord
to Carpentier[45], compared to 2–3 trips per da
recorded by Platteeuw[22] for a similar mean brood
size of 2–2.5 fledging youngs[45,46].

Our results are in accordance with two previous
periments carried out in the Grand-Lieu colony[45,
unpublished data]. In these studies, several patter
of duration of foraging activity were clearly observe
Nevertheless, a major proportion of foraging trip du
tions seemed to result from fishing activity on the la
Moreover, data from automatic nest balances (unp
lished data) show that, in all cases, individual breed
birds make short and long foraging travels (forag
activities on and outside the lake) to various degre
suggesting possible flexible behavioural response
cormorants to local conditions.

It is surprising that the Bourgneuf marshes w
the major feeding ground outside the colony site
though it is the furthest away area with probably h
related energy costs. Nevertheless, these marshe
a very attractive foraging ground. They are the larg
wetland in the proximity of Lake Grand-Lieu and a
characterized by a dense network of narrow and s
low ditches where prey is easy to catch by cormora
Furthermore, high-energy-contentfish species, suc
eels, represent a large proportion in the fish sto
(23.5% in total abundance in 1996–2001[47, un-
published data]) compared to what is found in Lak
Grand-Lieu (9.3% in 2000–2001,[19]). So cormorants
might take advantage of the use of this feeding a
in spite of high energy costs with respect to travel d
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tances. The maintenance of a dual foraging strateg
cormorants throughout the chick-rearing period co
results from a compromise between the necessity
adults to feed their chick frequently (short foragi
trips) and the need to deliver prey of high energy val
This latter requirement could only be achieved by s
tary fishing in some feeding area types. In some
pects, this is similar to what was also found in seab
combining short and long foraging travels through
the chick-rearing period[31,48]. The use of differen
feeding areas and prey types could be one way for
ents to compensate for anydecrease in food availabi
ity. In Lake Grand-Lieu, cormorants do not suffer fro
food depletion but rapidly face a reduction in the a
cessibility of prey when the extensive beds of mac
phytes develop during the breeding period. Forag
activity only occurs in open waters where fish stoc
are the lowest[19] and the exploitation of other feed
ing areas might be an advantage.

In the future, some additional investigations wou
be needed to complete these results studying at
individual level and with a more direct approac
(1) the hypothesis of fidelity to feeding areas outs
the lake, and (2) the extent of short and long forag
trips by parents throughout the breeding period.
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